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The Present Condition of 

German Politics (1893) 

W. E. B. Du Bois 

IT 

is the omnipresent soldiery of Berlin that first catches the Ameri? 

can visitor's attention. The whole city seems to have a half military 
stride, all Prussia rushes pell-mell to the window to see the ever- 

passing regiment, and German ideals from king to lover appear at first 

sight to be clad in spurs and shoulder-strap. The military spirit appears 
not to be confined to the army, but largely to permeate society. The 

American sees it in the stiff bow of the students, in the perfect rage for 

uniforms in all classes, which enables both footman and chancellor to 

carry their histories on their backs; above all this spirit pervades the po? 
litical state. The all-pervading government works about and around the 

new-comer, with a military precision and careful attention to trifles which 

is calculated to make a Bostonian uncomfortable, and take a New Yorker's 

breath away. 
As the stranger begins to wear his new tongue more easily and thus 

to bring his ears to aid his eyes, he finds that the next most noticeable 

thing in his surroundings is the deep dissatisfaction of nearly all Germans, 
not only with Germany, but with the world as an institution. An all- 

pervading restless pessimism exhibits itself, now in a beautiful impractical 
idealism, now in a carping cynicism. The whole nation in spite of excel? 

lent qualities seems largely to lack that robust faith in itself which builds 

men and peoples. 
It is thus that the American comes to realize that this new federation of 

the old world is starting its history from premises dramatically opposite to 

those from which the old federation of the new world, started. Instead of 

a boundlessly optimistic state founded on individual freedom, we have a 

restlessly pessimistic state founded on obedience. Directly he comes clearly 
to see this, he naturally inquires: What is the political machinery by which 

such a government as Germany's is maintained, and how does it compare 
with America? 

Only some obvious errors, such as duplicate words, have been corrected. 
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It has been my good fortune to witness from Berlin a political cam? 

paign on a question which went to the very root of German politics, and 

furnished evidence as to the present political condition of this newest 

European state, which the political and historical student must regard as 

invaluable. 

What may be called the political paradox of Germany is so well-known 

that it is apt easily to be forgotten. Yet it is a fact of so great importance 
that the student of German politics must never for a single moment lose 

sight of it. Briefly stated it is this: Germany is a nation, whose unfortu? 

nate geographical situation in the very midst of the European nations, 
almost entirely without natural frontiers, renders a strong military monar? 

chy indispensable to her integrity. On the other hand the extraordinarily 

developed intellectual activity of her people urged on by a growing in? 

dustry and the example of all civilized nations has set in motion a demo? 

cratic movement in the land fatal to monarchy and militarism alike. 

It is only by grasping this basic paradox that the endless complications 
of German politics can be understood. If Germany had indeed few hos? 

tile neighbors, an internally busied Austria, or reasonable conservative England, 
the paradox would be less baffling; but as long as her chief foe is led by 
the whims of the Paris mob, and as long as the half wild Russian bear lies 

poised on the Urals ready at the most unreasonable hour to roll down 

and push Europe into the sea, so long there is but one thing for Ger? 

many to do, that is to be prepared for war on two fronts, and to be well 

prepared, knowing that in spite of the Triple Alliance, the bankruptcy of 

Italy, and the internal anomalies of Austria, will furnish but doubtful aid 

in the crisis. For such military readiness, only monarchy by the grace of 

God, is fitted. The German knows that, however regrettable the fact, only 
that unbending Prussian militarism that won it, can hold the blood-bought 
national unity, the ideal of centuries, and lead thereby to a sturdy national 

development. We Americans with a continent practically to ourselves, can 

afford to tumble in the slough of democracy for the sake of that indi? 

vidual liberty so prized by us. For Germany, however, to trust to the 

anomalies of party government, would, with the almost total inexperi- 
ence of her people today, be simply committing political suicide. 

In spite of all this however the Germans writhe under the restraints 

and tutelage of such a government. The examples of England, France and 

America have been watched with eager interest, and the spirit of modern 

democracy, somewhat metamorphosed by the national character, is a steady 

strong force in the land. Especially is this the fact in industrial circles; for 

Germany, though striding forward, is still a poor country, a land mighty, 
but hungry. She needs a period of rest and freedom for careful natural 

industrial development. This her form of government to a great extent 
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hinders. Not only is the best talent of the land drawn into a salaried 

bureaucracy, which looks with a certain contempt on mercantile life, but 

also the military taxes, the withdrawal of able-bodied young men, and the 

continuous uncertainty and gambling spirit which a standing army always 

engenders?all this depresses and hampers the industry of the land and 

feeds the opposition to the present situation. 

Thus, between the devil and the deep sea?driven on the one hand by 

European politics and on the other by growing radicalism, the German 

government has taken the one middle course and embraced socialism to 

escape democracy. If the modern socialist would deign to look back a bit 

from the future into the present he would see that Germany is a great 
socialistic state. Not merely in socialistic industry has she outstripped the 

world with her railways, tramways, factories, waterworks, gas works, tele- 

graph and telephone, newspapers and books, theatres and universities, with 

her old age, accident sickness, and death, insurance, and her almost lim- 

itless regulation of private industry and competition?not merely here, 
but far more in the underlying conception of the State has she approached 
radical socialistic ideals. German logic, which never stops until the very 
last consequences are drawn, has, under the pressure of circumstances, 

gone from political to social unity?from the idea of the State as the 

military guardian of the physical boundaries, to the idea of the State as 

the guardian and leader of the social and industrial interests of the people. 
As the army cares for the national fortresses, so the wonderfully trained 

bureaucracy is to care for the people: to protect, guide, and educate them; 
land is confiscated and given them, work is provided for them, great 
industries so far as possible are taken by the state, and others regulated 
down to minute particulars; colonies are deveoped not by private compa? 
nies but by the State. The people are to be helped when unfortunate? 

not the individual but the government provides for the "rainy day"?they 
are to be applauded when successful, to be amused at public expense, and 

to be petted when sulky. Only that is to be left to individual enterprize 
and to the much decried "competition," which in the nature of things an 

almost omnipotent bureaucracy cannot do. 

This is the idea underlyfing] the modern German state. I do not mean 

for a moment to say that this idea is in all directions carried into realization, 
I merely affirm that this is the tendency and aim of her policy, and that 

it has been brought to fuller realization than elsewhere in Europe or America. 

What has been the influence of this policy on the liberal movement? 

Far from checking it, it has rather increased it and rendered it even more 

dangerous by rendering both its leaders and its rank and file men almost 

entirely without experience in practical politics, or actual social reform. 

The strange thing about the German politician and reformer is that he is 
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apt to be a pure theorist and doctrinaire without practical knowledge? 
a balloon without ballast. To realize this let us look at the actual consti- 

tutions and aims of German political parties. 

Although there are at present between fifteen and twenty political par? 
ties, groups and associations in the field, they may be regarded as falling 
into three great groups. In the centre stand the moderate governmental 

parties, who recognize the necessity of a strong military monarchy "von 

Gottes Gnade." These parties are three in number, the Imperialists or Free 

Conservatives, the Conservatives and the National Liberals. They were for 

some time united under the celebrated "Kartell" agreement, when they 
acted, to all intents and purposes, as one party. This was broken up in the 

election of 1890 by the united radical opposition, and the three act now 

as entirely independent parties. The first, the Imperialists represents the 

military and higher officials and is the stalwart government party. The 

Conservatives are composed of the great landholding nobility, who, though 

unwaveringly patriotic, are apt to support the government as long as the 

government supports them. They represent the aristocratic and privileged 
classes. The National-Liberals are the party of the upper-middle or well- 

to-do burger class. They have an honorable record running back to '48, 
but proved too moderate for the advance wing, which separated from 

them and joined the radicals. The party is respectable and conservative 

and desires through the strong monarchy peace and quiet for industrial 

and social development. These three parties have in the present Reichstag 
a united strength of 148 in a house of 397 members. 

Against this group stand two strong wings of opposition. A right wing 
of ultra-socialistic tendencies, and a left wing of individualistic, demo? 

cratic, tendencies. The right wing consists of the Agrarian associations, 
the Antisemites, and the Social-democrats. The first though not an orga? 
nized party, wielded great influence in the last election. This is explained 

by the fact that Germany is today in some what the same position as 

England was shortly before the repeal of the corn laws. Agricultural interests 

of the land are clamoring for protection against Russian and American 

competition, while her growing industrial interests demand cheaper bread. 

This natural opposition of interests is intensified by three facts: first, the 

Government has for a long time past favored agriculture from political 
and military motives; rather at the expense of industry. Secondly, the poverty- 
stricken German nobility depend largely on their landed possessions and 

eke out their scanty official incomes. Thirdly, German industry is largely 
in the hands of the Jews, and this brings into the strife something of class 

and race antipathies. It was thus natural that a great Conservative party 
fell an easy victim to the blandishments of the Agrarian league, even with 

its demagogic program demanding a high tariff on agricultural imports, 
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less taxation of land, bimetalism, more credit, and a general interference 

with the stock market and trade. 

The conservatives however, did not stop here, but by a sort of natural 

inertia, embraced, along with the program, the tenets of the second of 

the groups of this wing, viz. that of the Antisemites. It may surprise one 

at first to see a recrudescence of anti-Jewish feeling in a civilized state at 

this late day. One must learn however that the basis of the neo-antisemitism 

is economic and its end socialism. Only its present motive force is racial 

hatred. It must be ever remembered that the great capitalists of Germany, 
the great leaders of industry are Jews; moreover, banded together by op? 

pression in the past, they work for each other, and aided by the vast 

power of their wealth, and their great natural abilities, they have forced 

citadel after citadel, until now they practically control the stock-market, 

own the press, fill the bar and bench, are crowding the professions,? 
indeed there seems to be no limit to the increase of their power. This of 

course is a menace to the newly nationalized country, and a thorn in the 

side of the exclusive German aristocracy. One can easily see that on this 

legitimate race question, it only required a little demagoguery and cred- 

ibility, to enable Socialism, cloaking itself under race antipathies, and joining 
hands with aristocratic and democratic suspicion, to pile on the shoulders 

of the Jew, all the evils ever attributed to capitalism. All that Marx, Blanc, 

or Bellamy ever laid at the door of capitalism, is, by the German Antisemitic 

party, charged upon the Jew because the Jew happens to be the great 

capitalist of Germany. 
With this party the great Conservative party stooped to join hands, 

only however soon to relent of its bargain; for naturally, although the 

Antisemitic movement has the central rallying point of hatred of the Jew, 
it has absolutely no other point of argument. No two of the party ever 

agreed as to the legitimate aim of the party. Thus, the party drifted to the 

only goal to which it could drift; viz. socialism, for only recently Dr. 

Boeckl one of its foremost leaders, after denouncing "Judenthum" to his 

heart s content, threw a bomb into the camp of the allied Conservatives, 

by declaring "Christian" capitalism as bad as Jewish. 
This brings us to the third of the opposition parties of the right wing, 

the Social-democrats. The first thing that strikes an American student is 

that opposition to capitalism should be about the last of German move? 

ments. The want of the land is capital: capital to develope new industries, 

capital to extend a growing trade, capital to open up the new colonies, 

and so to speak, capital to be taxed to support the vast army. Yet here is 

a great movement against capitalism, in a land with comparatively few 

capitalists, and in one where great fortunes are almost unknown. This 

paradox is explained by the simple fact that the socialistic party is not so 
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socialistic as its name implies. I was, at first, puzzled by the frequency 
with which the words "Workmen" and "Socialist" were used as inter- 

changeable and synonymous. "There was a small vote there," said my 

neighbor in a political meeting, "because it is not a workingmen's 

quarter"; and again when I once went to Pankow to attend an advertised 

reunion of two hundred workingmen's singing societies, I found myself 
to my astonishment in the midst of 10,000 socialists! They were, however, 

scarcely the American ideal of socialists, but rather a typical Coney 
Island throng?perhaps a bit less independent and self-assertive, and a 

bit poorer, but with all the same good-natured, curious, happy, dirty and 

enthusiastic crowd of every-day working people. I asked a neatly dressed 

and harmless-looking little maiden with whom I danced, "Are you 
too a socialist?" "O yes!" she replied; "And why?" She looked a bit 

puzzled and then answered half-timidly. "Because my father is." I danced 

with her again. 
I have thus come to realize that the politics of the German Social- 

democrats is democracy far more than socialism. It is the same old time- 

honored story of the awakening of a great mass of people to a realization 

of their own importance and power, in a land where medieval, aristo- 

cratic, ideas have lasted longest. The party is socialistic in theory because 

German professors have preached socialism, German popular leaders have 

deified it, and the German state has practiced it, until all German reform 

movements take on a more or less socialistic form as naturally as the 

Anglo-Saxon movements take on the individualistic form. The great mass 

of the party however bother themselves little over theory and the "future 

state" but are panting with enthusiasm over their new-found practical 

power, and higher responsibilities, under the present State; and in so far 

the phenomenon is nothing more or less than a late wave of the older 

democratic movement in Europe. (See on this point the excellent little 

essay by a theological student, Paul Goehre, on "Drei Monate Fabrikarbeiter," 

Leipzig 1891, especially chapter V.) 
We thus see that the socialistic wing of opposition to the moderate 

parties swings around and joins the wing of democratic opposition. Let us 

then turn to this wing and note its composition. What I have denomi- 

nated the Left Wing, comprehends those forces in German politics which 

oppose both the centralized military monarchy and mild and ultra social? 

ism. Among these we have three groups, the Particularists (Germans dub 

as "particularists" those who stand states rights and decentralization as 

against a strongly unified government), the Religionists, and the Demo? 

crats. States-Rights though discredited by the events of'71, nevertheless 

still lives in Germany. Not only are there close political groups like the 

unhappy Poles, the bitter Danes and Hannoverians and the homesick Elsassers, 
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but there is also throughout south Germany still a strong States-rights 

spirit. This spirit has found its chief stronghold hitherto under the cover 

of a religious movement, which has finally developed into a strong democratic 

agitation. The great Roman Catholic party, the Ultramontanes, sit, one 

hundred strong, in the centre of the Reichstag, and are popularly known 

as the "Centrum." They were originally both a sectional and sectarian 

party, representing particularistic, Catholic Germany as against centralized 

Protestant Germany. Their stronghold is in Bavaria, Baden, the Rheinland, 
and southern Silesia. Under the leadership of Windthorst they became a 

mighty party, against whose dictates Bismarck thundered in vain. What 

the Kulturkampf could not accomplish however, the development of lib? 

eral political thought has, and the influence of the Catholic nobles and 

the priests in the party has since 1874 visibly declined, and radical demo? 

cratic leaders come to the front, until, in the last election, the democrat 

Lieber completely ousted his rivals as leader of the great party, which is 

now decidedly democratic in tendencies. 

The party of German democracy, par excellence, is the Radical party of 

North Germany and the allied People's party of south Germany. This is 

the party of trade and industry which is impatient of the restraints of 

monarchy, and longs for unfettered competitive developement. It is of 

course the stronghold of the Jews, and also of those Germans like Profes? 

sor Virchow, who look upon England as a model both in parliamentary 

government and industrial development. The American is apt to find himself 

largely in sympathy with the aims of this party, but the German hates it 

in just such degree as he fears the advent of democratic party government 
in a state which is military by necessity. 

Let us now in a word review this political field. If we represent it by 
a circle, the different parties and groups of parties would occupy segments 
as follows, according to the popular vote in 1893. See FIGURE 1. 

The strength ofthe various parties in the various Reichstage from 1871? 

1893 is as follows: (Part ofthe Conservative strength was due to Agrarian 
and Antisemitic votes.) See FIGURE 2. 

This was the situation with which the imperial government had to 

reckon, when it decided early in the year that a thorough reorganization 
and increase of the peace footing of the army was absolutely necessary to 

Germany's safety, and the insurance of European peace. The silent growth 
of the mighty armaments of Europe in late years has been enormous; and 

the only great continental nations who have lagged at all in the race are 

perhaps Austria and Italy, Germany's allies. This has increased the danger 
of Germany, for now both the Russian and the French armies singly 
outnumber hers, while her allies have rather fallen behind. Then too, 

dangerous influences in both of the threatening countries seem uppermost 
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FIGURE 1 

in the government. For these reasons, after long and careful considera? 

tion, the Federal Council agreed in presenting to the people in their 

legislative capacity the now celebrated Military bill of 1893. 

The peace footing of the army at that time, according to the law of 

15th July 1890, was, including officers, paymasters, bands and privates, 
486,983 men (Annual average. The peace-footing of the French Army 

during the last three years has averaged 519,000 men; for 1894, 532, 631 

men. The peace-footing of the Russian army was in 1889, 926,000 men; 
in 1893, 1,020,000 men, of which about 100,000 are in Asia. In case of 

war between the Triple Alliance and France and Russia, it is estimated 

that in 1893 the latter could have immediately brought 27 more infantry 
divisions and 6 more cavalry divisions than the former to the field of 

conflict.) Adding to this, surgeons, smiths and various assistants, we have 
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Strength of Parties in Reichstag 
1871-93 

* These figures are, subject to slight changes through bye-elections, double-elections, etc. 
** Of these 3 voted for the bills. 

FIGURE 2 

a grand total of 511,885 souls. This represents already a great increase 

since the well-known von Roon increase. By the law of March, 1887 the 

peace footing was 468,409 men, by that of July, 1890, 486,983. Now a 

further increase to 570,877 was asked, making a grand total of at least 

600,000 war-busied men. This was to entail an immediate extra outlay of 

68 million marks, and a future outlay of 64 millions. The service of the 

infantry was to be in general two years; instead of three, although this 

remained to the discretion of the officers. 

This proposal was no sooner made public than an almost unanimous 

cry of disapproval came from all parts of the nation, from the press, from 
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the industries, and from every single political party except the Imperialists. 
The bill manifestly went to the very basis of Germany's political situation. 

The paradox of German politics immediately became painfully evident. 

This great nation kept systematically?perhaps necessarily?almost entirely 

ignorant of self-government, is armed with the Almighty Ballot?a con? 

cession which even a Bismarckian absolutism dare not deny modern lib? 

eralism. Thus it happens that a mass of theorists and inexperienced politicians 
are from time to time called to pass judgement on technical questions of 

government policy, which go to the very heart of Germany's existence. 

The reason and the only reason that this enormity does not lead to even 

more dangerous deadlocks and anomalous results than it has, is because 

the German voter though armed with the ballot, is largely denied the 

results of that power. The popularly chosen Reichstag may indeed reject 
a government bill, but the governing ministry is not responsible to the 

Reichstag, but to the Kaiser and the Kaiser to the Lord. If then an oppo? 
sition rejects a bill it cannot assume power and pursue a contrary policy; 
it can only continue a fruitless strife with a thoroughly organized and 

determined government, and finally either gain the unenviable notoriety 
of a mere obstructionist party or rouse the country to more or less revo? 

lutionary measures. Thus, the government always appeals to the "patriot? 
ism" of the voters as against the opposition. Twice has the Emperor in 

the last campaign stigmatized the opposition as unpatriotic. This, natu? 

rally, takes the very wind out of the sails of opposing parties and leads to 

a new system of parliamentary government, viz.: Bargaining. The parties 
form a sort of circle about a central stable and independent government; 

they do not go into downright opposition, but bargain to sell their sup? 

port for the largest amount of governmental concession to their programs 

possible. Hence, the infinite number of groups and parties in Germany? 
a thing that would rapidly disappear before responsible party government. 

The appearance, however, of such widespread opposition to the mili? 

tary bills, nerved the Radicals in the Reichstag to make the most strenu- 

ous efforts to defeat the bills, in the openly expressed hope that such a 

defeat would be a step toward a freer parliamentary system. Notwith- 

standing however all the seeming discontent, and the daring leadership of 

Eugen Richter, the opposition had uphill work. The nation faced the 

situation with a strange helplessness, the parties wavered and bargained, 
and five minutes before the deciding vote it was impossible to predict the 

result with confidence. Finally however both the original bills, and an 

amended form were rejected in full House by the seemingly decisive vote 

of 210 to 162. The minority was composed ofthe moderate parties, sup? 

ported by Antisemites, Poles and a few Radicals. 

I say seemingly, for the results following this vote showed that the 
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vote was most indecisive. No sooner was the Reichstag dissolved and the 

constituencies appealed to them nearly every one of the great parties went 

into internal convulsions over the issue. The Conservatives hastened to 

save themselves from catastrophe by embracing Agrarianism and Antisemitism 

with all their demagoguery and socialism. The Radical party through the 

very vehemence of its opposition split into the two sections which origi? 

nally founded it, one section reluctantly accepting the bills, the other 

determined to continue the opposition. Finally, to the open-mouthed surprise 
of all Germany, ominous rumblings were heard in that tower of strength, 
the Centrum. Nobles and priests backed by the Pope desired to use the 

party's support to bargain with the Government for the return of the 

Jesuits. The thoroughly democratized rank and file would have none of 

this, and so fierce was the strife that the party program dared not an- 

nounce the attitudes of the Centrum to the sole issue of the campaign. 

Only two parties remained firm from the beginning. The stalwart Impe? 
rialists being ready to accept not only these bills but more, and the Social- 

democrats, determined to yield no single inch. 

Thus the campaign opened and lasted till June 15 on which day the 

election was fixed. There was a certain listlessness about the battle which 

would surprise an American who did not remember that Germans are not 

used to carrying ministries in their pockets, or electing kings, and being 
so accustomed to see politics take care of themselves in an orderly and 

decent manner, they are with difficulty aroused in a crisis. The notes of 

the campaign were first struck by the appearance of the party programms, 
or, better announcement of attitude, in the papers?generally short, logical 
and clear documents. Then, the name of the various candidates appeared? 
an average of four or five for each of the four hundred constituencies. 

Finally, meetings began to be held, announced by pink placards on the 

bill boards. 

The party machinery by which all this is accomplished has reached no 

such elaborate developement as with us, there being nothing of the cau- 

cus system, but campaign funds, and nominating conventions. Each dis- 

trict has an organization of each party, half political half social. The work 

of this association is done by a committee generally self-elected. The 

Reichstag deputies of the party form the central committee which binds 

the different local associations together, issues party announcements and 

the like. Candidates are selected either by the local committee or by the 

deputies and there is as yet little friction or wire-pulling in the matter, a 

well-known man being generally selected by common consent. Once in 

two or three years a "party-day" is called when representatives of all the 

associations meet and adopt a general party program, discuss the situation, 
etc. As in England candidates offer themselves any where irrespective of 
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their dwelling place. The character of the candidates has hitherto been 

exceptionally high, men like Virchow, von Benningsen, Wagner, Richter 

and Liebknecht, representing high ideals of self-sacrificing public service. 

On the other hand there are some signs of a falling away from the old 

standard, as, for instance, the advent of the demagogue, Ahlwardt into 

unenviable notoriety. 
The chief methods of agitation are the Press, meetings, pamphlets and 

handbills. The democratic torchlight procession has as yet found no place 
in the dignified German proceedings. The Press, though widely read, 

hardly wields the political influence of ours. The articles are rather too 

discursive, and then too the country has not as yet realized that in poli? 
tics they are addressing the masses and not the learned world. Conse- 

quently, articles and speeches are apt to fly above the real readers and 

listeners and leave the publilc confused as to real issues. The meetings are 

quieter and more intellectual than ours and partake of none of the char? 

acter of our "stump" assemblies. Carefully reasoned arguments, statistics 

and general social philosophy is most often heard in the rallies. These 

meetings do not take place very frequently?each party from three to six 

in Berlin and fewer in the country. They are fairly attended, but women 

are never present, except with the socialists. We would scarcely call them 

enthusiastic. 

The part played by our closing rallies is supplied here, in part, by the 

handbills or "Flugblatter" as they are called, which are distributed just 
before the election and are generally pretty sharp pieces of literature not 

without their share of demagoguery and lying. As I came out of a lecture 

one morning I was met by a handbill urging me: "Go by all means to the 

second voting District, and help the warmly patriotic Professor Wagner 
to beat the cold stony rector of the University, Professor Virchow; pay 
the rector back for saying that the German youth of today have little 

idealism because they do not rally to the standard of (Jewish!) Liberal? 

ism." Farther on I was warned: "Citizens! Never again should we vote 

for a candidate whose vote against the military bills was loudly applauded 
in all France as a 'deed of love' for that land." In the last open Radical 

meeting, a handbill was distributed saying: "Continually more soldiers, 

continually more taxes! What are we coming to? The whole state will be 

militarized! Military hangers-on spring from the earth like mushrooms. 

The recruit-spirit of tame submission will fill the people: 'Pay your taxes, 
become soldiers, and keep your mouths shut' will soon be the life program 
and citizen dignity of the Germans." 

Election-day, June 15, differed little in outward appearance from other 

days. Only small groups of ticket distributors at the various booths gave 

signs of anything unusual. All resident citizens of German states in full 
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The popular vote* so far as ascertainable at this time was: 

3,721,000 votes 
! This can only be regarded as a rough estimate. 

FIGURE 3 

enjoyment of political rights, and at least twenty-five years of age, have 

the right to vote and be voted for. The Empire is divided into 397 

election districts each of which is to return one deputy, a proportion of 

1:125,000. The district division was made some twenty years ago, and is 

already disproportional, the Conservative country districts having a great 

advantage over the Radical and Social-democratic cities. Berlin with her 

million and a half souls has but six deputies in place of the dozen or 

more to which she is entitled. Each voting district (Wahlkreis) is divided 

into precincts of 3,500 voters or less. A commission for the district and 

for each precinct is appointed by local authorities to superintend the vot? 

ing, which is secret and direct. The voting lists are published sometime 

before hand, and corrected at request, and then, as the voter votes his 
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name is checked. The ballot is a simple piece of white paper with simply 
the name of the candidate, without that of the party written or printed 
thereon. "Blanket" ballots are never used?indeed, seldom if ever do elections 

for different offices fall on the same day. The voting lasts from 10 AM to 

6 PM, and ofthe perhaps 10,000,000 legal voters, about 7,400,000 voted 

in the last election, or 74 percent. (This [is] only a fair estimate. Official 

figures for Bavaria alone are at hand. 128,746 out of a possible 166,615 

voted, or 62 1/2 percent.) Considerable difficulty is caused by the legal 

provision that an absolute majority of the votes east is necessary for elec? 

tion. This bids fair in future to make Germany a perfect paradise for 

wire-pullers and political manipulators. Even now, and especially in the 

election of 1893, the first vote loses its real significance in a vast number 

of cases, and becomes a mere testing of party strength. Only 217 ofthe 

397 members were definitively selected at the first ballot, leaving 180 

elections to be decided at a second ballot when only the two candidates 

highest on the list can be voted for. Thus the second ballot becomes a 

system of trading and the party with the best organization is apt to reap 
the greatest advantage. Anomalous situations often occur through absten- 

tions, as (e.g., when a Conservative has to choose between a Radical and 

a Social-democrat), which may lead to the election of a candidate by a 

smaller vote than his opponent received at the first ballot; then too ques- 
tionable combinations take place, as when many of the moderate parties 
united with the Social-democrats in Berlin to defeat the Radical Profes? 

sor Virchow and send the typesetter, Fischer to the Reichstag. 
The night of the election showed more excitement than hitherto. 

Unusually enthusiastic meetings of all the parties were held where results 

were announced, speeches made, and beer drunk. Extras were hawked on 

the streets by men, women, and children, and crowds made their way 
hither and thither for the latest bit of news. Indeed Berlin came as nearly 

being excited as I ever saw it. The results (some slight changes in these 

figures will be made by double elections, etc. Then too the parties can 

only be regarded as an estimate [are all so in flux that changes of from 

386 in strength often occur in some of the sittings]) of the elections were 

as follows. See FIGURE 3. 

These figures do not give the whole truth as there was some cross- 

voting, and too the vote of the independent is not accounted for. It 

would seem, however, that the people east a narrow majority against the 

bill, while the distribution of the deputies gave a small majority for them, 
as follows. (The majority for the government at the later ballot rose to 

16. This was the vote on the first decisive division ofthe assembly ofthe 

main body.) 
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Majority for military bills: 11, in house of 397 

On the whole the result of the election, from all points of view, is 

rather disappointing and puzzling; it can only be explained by assuming 
that the German nation quibbled with the real question at issue and wast- 

ing their strength on the political fads and heresies of the day, returned a 

confused and nearly unintelligible answer, which almost accidentally re? 

sulted in the passage of the government's important measures. The danger 
in the situation lies not in the narrowness of the majority, but in its 

wavering and undecided character. It would have augered far more for 

the future of the land if a decisive No had been returned, even in the 

face of the colossal danger of such a situation, than that a great nation 

should shrink from attending to the serious questions of the house, and 

go chasing political and social will-o-the-wisps. As it is the German gov? 
ernment is strangely placed. In a house of 400 deputies, after a campaign 
in which the Emperor himself went electioneering, an amended form of 

its proposals were passed by a dozen majority, and that majority, too, 

resting on Polish Particularists, agrarian paternalists, and anti-semitic 

socialists?a rather doubtful basis for a military monarchy, by Divine Right. 

(The law as passed provided for an increase of the peace footing [army] 
from 486,983 to 557,093 at an immediate outlay of 60 million marks, 
and a future outlay of 55 million.) 

One clear note, however, was sounded by this election, viz. That the 

democratization of the German masses is proceeding at a rapid rate. The 

vote of the Social-democrats reached the enormous height of one and 

three-quarter millions, being thus the largest vote of all the parties, a half 

million higher than that of its next competitor, and nearly three times 

that of the Conservative party. Add to this other democratic, ultra-radical, 
and socialistic votes and we may justly conclude that fully half the votes 

east come under this category. The personell of the Reichstag itself begins 
to indicate this vast movement, in the large number of new men elected, 
the disappearance of such old leaders as Ballenstrem, Bamberger, von Huene, 
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FIGURE 4 

von Stauffenbach, etc, from the last Reichstag, and a decrease of 20 

percent in the number of the members of the nobility in the chamber. 

(Bavaria has but 1 noble in her diet & he is a Socialist.) This is a situa? 

tion to be carefully studied. If we return to our circle of parties, we may 
see that the right and left wings of opposition appear both to be splitting, 
the smaller parts of each, i.e., The Agrarians and better class of Antisemites 

on the right; the Poles, and Radical Unionists, on the left, tending to? 

ward the moderate parties; the large parts of both wings seem then to be 

uniting in a democratic opposition: See FIGURE 4. 

This has shown itself especially in the internal dissensions in the Centrum, 

Radical, and Antisemitic parties, which have all resulted in rifts along this 

line. If this development continues, we may expect to see two great par? 
ties arise out of the multitudinous groups, a moderate and a radical. The 

character of the radical party depends on the development of the German 

people. If, by a larger and larger participation in practical political life 
and self government they lose something of their theoretical airiness and 
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tendency to doctrinairism, this opposition, sobered and ballasted by re? 

sponsibility will be nothing more or less than time honored liberal de? 

mocracy. If however either through the necessities of European militarism, 

or through aristocratic prejudices, the German nation shall continue to be 

kept in political leading strings, under a benevolent paternalism, then this 

opposition will certainly take on dangerous and extreme forms. 

It is thus plain that the political leadership of Germany for the next 

fifty years will require talent of an equal if not higher order than that of 

the last fifty. Indeed, to this great task the genius of no one man, Bismarck 

or other, will suffice; it calls for the genius of a nation. 

W. E. B. Du Bois 
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